
S/N TARRIF CODES COMMODITY DESCRIPTION Of Heading

1 4011000 - Of a fat content, by weight, not exceeding 1%
0401 Milk and cream, not concentrated nor containing added sugar or 

other sweetening matter.

2 4012000
- Of a fat content, by weight, exceeding 1% but not 

exceeding 6%

3 4014000
- Of a fat content, by weight, exceeding 6% but not 

exceeding %10

4 4015010 --- Milk cream

5 4015090 --- Milk

6 4021030 --- industrial powdered milk

7 4021090 --- Other

8 4022130 --- industrial powdered milk 040221 -- Not containing added sugar or other sweetening matter:

9 4022190 --- Other

10 4022900 -- Other:

11 4029110 --- Milk cream

12 4029190 --- Milk

13 4029900 -- Other

14 4031090 --- Other 040310 - Yogurt

15 4039090 --- Other

16 4051010 --- Butter packaged in packages of 500 gr or less

17 4061000
- Fresh (unripened or uncured) cheese, including 

whey cheese, and curd

18 4062000 - Grated or powdered cheese, of all kinds

19 4063000 - Processed cheese, not grated or powdered

20 4064000
-Blue-veined cheese and other cheese containing 

veins produced by penicillium roqueforti

21 4090000 Natural honey.

22 9011110 --- Ready package for retail in one kg and less than it
0901 Coffee, whether or not roasted or decaffeinated; coffee husks 

and skins; coffee substitutes containing coffee in any proportion.

23 9011210 --- Ready package for retail in one kg and less than it

24 9012110 --- Ready package for retail in one kg and less than it - Coffee roasted:

25 9012210 --- Ready package for retail in one kg and less than it



26 9019010 --- Ready package for retail in one kg and less than it

27 9021000
- Green tea (not fermented) in immediate packings of 

a content not exceeding 3 kg

28 9023010 --- Tea bag

29 9030010
--- Ready package for retail in five hundred grams 

and less than it

30 9102010
---not worn saffron in 10 grams packaging and less 

than it

31 9102020 --- saffron powder in less than of 10 grams packaging

32 9102030 --- not worn saffron in 10 to 30 grams packaging

33 9102040 --- saffron in 10 to 30 grams packaging

34 9102090 --- Other 091020 - Saffron:

35 11010000 Wheat or meslin flour.

36 11081100 -- Wheat starch

37 13021100 -- Opium

38 13021200 -- Of liquorice

1302 - Vegetable saps and extracts; pectic substances, pectinates and 

pectates; agar-agar and other mucilages and thickeners, whether or 

not modified, derived from vegetable products.

39 15011000 - pork oil

40 15012000 Other pigs fat

41 15019000 - other

42 15079000 - Other
1507 - Soya-bean oil and its fractions, whether or not refined, but not 

chemically modified.

43 15091010 ---with packing 3 litters and less
1509 - Olive oil and its fractions, whether or not refined, but not 

chemically modified.

44 15099000 - Other

45 15100000

Other oils and their fractions, obtained solely from 

olives, whether or not refined, but not chemically 

modified, including blends of these oils or fractions 

with oils or fractions of heading 15.09.

46 15119090 --- Other
1511 - Palm oil and its fractions, whether or not refined, but not 

chemically modified.



47 15121900 -- Other
1512 - Sunflower-seed, safflower or cotton-seed oil and fractions 

thereof, whether or not refined, but not chemically modified.

48 15122900 -- Other

49 15132990 --- Other
1513 - Coconut (copra), palm kernel or babassu oil and fractions 

thereof, whether or not refined, but not chemically modified.

50 15141900 -- Other
1514 - Rape, colza or mustard oil and fractions thereof, whether or 

not refined, but not chemically modified.

51 15149900 -- Other

52 15152900 -- Other
1515 - Other fixed vegetable fats and oils (including jojoba oil) and 

their fractions, whether or not refined, but not chemically modified.

53 15179010 --- Imitation lard

1517 - Margarine; edible mixtures or preparations of animal or 

vegetable fats or oils or of fractions of different fats or oils of this 

Chapter, other than edible fats or oils or their fractions of heading 

15.16.

54 16010000
Sausages and similar products, of meat, meat offal or 

blood; food preparations based on these products.

55 16021090 --- Other 1602 - Other prepared or preserved meat, meat offal or blood.

56 16022000 - Of liver of any animal

57 16023100 -- Of turkeys

58 16023200 -- Of fowls of the species Gallus domesticus

59 16023900 -- Other

60 16024100 -- Hams and cuts thereof

61 16024200 -- Shoulders and cuts thereof

62 16024900 -- Other, including mixtures

63 16025000 - Of bovine animals

64 16029000 - Other, including preparations of blood of any animal

65 16030000
Extracts and juices of meat, fish or crustaceans, 

mollusks or other aquatic invertebrates.

66 16041100 -- Salmon

67 16041200 -- Herrings

68 16041300 -- Sardines, sardinella and brisling or sprats

69 16041400 -- Tunas, skipjack and bonito (Sarda spp.)

70 16041500 -- Mackerel



71 16041600 -- Anchovies

72 16041700 --Eel

73 16041800 -- shark fins

74 16041900 --other

75 16042000 - Other Prepared or preserved fish

76 16043100 -- Caviar

77 16043200 -- Caviar Substitutes

78 16051000 - Crab

79 16052100 -- not in airtight container - Shrimps and Prawns:

80 16052900 - other

81 16053000 - lobster

82 16054000 - Other Crustaceans

83 16055100 -- oysters

84 16055200 -- Scallops, including queen Scallops

85 16055300 -- Mussels

86 16055400 -- Cuttle Fish and Squid

87 16055500 -- Octopus

88 16055600 -- Clams, Cockles and arkshells

89 16055700 -- Abalone

90 16055800 -- snails, Other than Sea Snails

91 16055900 -- other

92 16056100 -- sea cucumber

93 16056200 -- sea urchins

94 16056300 -- Jellyfish

95 16056900 -- Other

96 17019100 -- Containing added flavouring or colouring matter 1701 - Cane or beet sugar and chemically pure sucrose, in solid form.

97 17019900 -- Other

98 17022000 - Maple sugar and maple syrup

99 17023010 --- Glucose and syrup Glucose

100 17024000
- Glucose and glucose syrup, containing in the dry 

state at least 20% but less than 50% by weight of 

fructose, excluding invert sugar



101 17026000
- Other fructose and fructose syrup, containing in the 

dry state more than 50% by weight of fructose, 

excluding invert sugar

102 17049010 Sohan (Saffron Brittle Toffee)

103 18069000 - Other 1806 - Chocolate and other food preparations containing cocoa.

104 19021100 -- Containing eggs

1902 - Pasta, whether or not cooked or stuffed (with meat or other 

substances) or otherwise prepared, such as spaghetti, macaroni, 

noodles, lasagne, gnocchi, ravioli, cannelloni; couscous, whether or 

prepared.

105 19021900 -- Other

106 19022000
- Stuffed pasta, whether or cooked or otherwise 

prepared

107 19023000 - Other pasta

108 19024000 - Couscous

109 19041000
- Prepared foods obtained by the swelling or roasting 

of cereals or cereal products

110 19042000
- Prepared foods obtained from unroasted cereal 

flakes or from mixtures of unroasted cereal flakes and 

roasted cereal flakes or swelled cereals.

111 19043000 - Bulgur wheat

112 19049000 - Other

113 19051000 - (Crispbread), Known as (knackebrot)

114 19052000 - Gingerbread and the like

115 19053100 -- Sweet biscuits

116 19053200 -- Waffles and wafers

117 19054000 - Rusks, toasted bread and similar toasted products

118 19059090 --- Other

119 20011000 - Cucumbers and gherkins

120 20019000 - Other
2001 - Vegetables, fruit, nuts and other edible parts of plants, 

prepared or preserved by vinegar or acetic acid.

121 20021000 - Tomatoes, whole or in pieces

122 20029010 --- Tomato paste

123 20029090 --- Other
2002 - Tomatoes prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or 

acetic acid

124 20031000 - Mushrooms of the genus Agaricus

125 20039010 Truffles



126 20039090 --- Other

127 20041000 - Potatoes
2004  Other vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by 

vinegar or acetic acid, frozen, other than products of heading 20.06

128 20049000 - Other vegetables and mixtures of vegetables

129 20051000 - Homogenised vegetables

130 20052000 - Potatoes

131 20054000 - Peas (Pisum sativum)

132 20055100 -- Other

2005 - Other vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by 

vinegar or acetic acid, not frozen, other than products of heading 

20.06.

133 20055900 -- Other

134 20056000 - Asparagus

135 20057000 - Olives

136 20059900 -- Others

137 20084000 - Pears

138 20085000 - Apricots

139 20086000 - Cherries

140 20088000 - Strawberries

141 20089100 -- Palm hearts

142 20089900 -- Other

143 20091200 -- Not frozen, of a Brix value not exceeding 20

2009 - Fruit juices (including grape must) and vegetable juices, 

unfermented and not containing added spirit, whether or not 

containing added sugar or other sweetening matter.

144 20092100 -- Of a Brix value not exceeding 20

145 20093100 -- Of a Brix value not exceeding 20

146 20094100 -- Of a Brix value not exceeding 20

147 20095000 - Tomato juice

148 20096100 -- Of a Brix value not exceeding 30 - Grape juice (including grape must):

149 20097100 - Of a Brix value not exceeding 20 - Apple juice:

150 21023000 - Prepared baking powders

151 21031000 - Soya sauce

152 21032000 - Tomato ketchup and other tomato sauces

153 21039000 - Other
2103 - Sauces and preparations therefor; mixed condiments and 

mixed seasonings; mustard flour and meal and prepared mustard.



154 21050000
Ice cream and other edible ice, whether or not 

containing cocoa.

155 22011000 - Mineral waters and aerated waters

156 22019000 - Other

2201 - Waters, including natural or artificial mineral waters and 

aerated waters, not containing added sugar or other sweetening 

matter nor flavoured; ice and snow.

157 22021000
- Waters, including mineral waters and aerated 

waters, containing added sugar or other sweetening 

matter or flavoured

158 22029100 --Non-alcoholic beer

159 22030000 Beer made from malt

160 22041000 - Sparkling wine

161 22042100 -- In containers holding 2 L or less
- Other wine; grape must with fermentation prevented or arrested by 

the addition of alcohol:

162 22042200
--in containers holding more than 2 L but not more 

than 10L

163 22042900 -- Other

164 22043000 - Other grape must

165 22051000 - In containers holding 2 L or less
2205 - Vermouth and other wine of fresh grapes flavoured with plants 

or aromatic substances.

166 22059000 - Other

167 22060000

Other fermented beverages (for example, cider, 

perry, mead, sake); mixtures of fermented beverages 

and mixtures of fermented beverages and non-

alcoholic beverages, not elsewhere specified or 

included.

168 22071090 --- Other

2207 - Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength by volume 

of 80% vol or higher; ethyl alcohol and other spirits, denatured, of 

any strength.

169 22072000
- Ethyl alcohol and other spirits, denatured, of any 

strength

170 22082000
- Spirits obtained by distilling grape wine or grape 

marc

171 22083000 - Whiskies

172 22084000
-Rum and other spirits obtained by distilling 

fermented sugar-cane products

173 22085000 - Gin and Geneva

174 22086000 - Vodka



175 22087000 - Liqueurs and cordials

176 22089000 - Other

177 22090000
Vinegar and substitutes for vinegar obtained from 

acetic acid.

178 23033000 - Brewing or distilling dregs and waste

179 23070000 Wine lees; argol.

180 25010010 --- Ordinary salt (including table and denatured salt)

181 25051010
--- Silica sands containing by weight 95 percent or 

more of silica and 0.6 percent or less of iron oxide

182 25051090 --- Other
2505 - Natural sands of all kinds, whether or not coloured, other than 

metalbearing sands of Chapter 26.

183 25059000 - Other

184 25084010 --- discoloar Clay and Shampoo mud

185 25140000
Slate, whether or not roughly trimmed or merely cut, 

by sawing or otherwise, into blocks or slabs of a 

rectangular (including square) shape.

186 25151100 -- Crude or roughly trimmed

2515 - Marble, travertine, ecaussine and other calcareous 

monumental or building stone of an apparent specific gravity of 2.5 or 

more, and alabaster, whether or not roughly trimmed or merely cut, 

by sawing or otherwise, into blocks or slabs of a rectangular 

(including square) shape.
187 25151110 --- Marble

188 25151120 --- Travertine

189 25151190 ---Marbly

190 25151200
-- Merely cut, by sawing or otherwise, into blocks or 

slabs of a rectangular (including square) shape

191 25152000
- Ecaussine and other calcareous monumental or 

building stone; alabaster

192 25161100 -- Crude or roughly trimmed - Granite:

193 25161200
-- Merely cut, by sawing or otherwise, into blocks or 

slabs of a rectangular (including square) shape

194 25162000 - Sandstone

195 25169000 - Other monumental or building stone

196 25171010 --- Pebbles, gravel, shingle and flint

197 25171020 --- Crushed or cut dolomite

198 25171090 --- Other



199 25174100 -- Of marble
- Granules, chippings and powder, of stones of heading 25.15 or 

25.16, whether or not heat-treated:

200 25174900 -- Other

201 25182000 - Calcined or sintered dolomite

202 25183000 - Dolomite ramming mix

203 25201000 - Gypsum; anhydrite

204 25202000 - Plasters

205 25210000
Limestone flux; limestone and other calcareous stone, 

of a kind used for the manufacture of lime or cement.

206 25221000 - Quicklime

207 25222000 - Slaked lime

208 25223000 - Hydraulic lime

209 25231000 - Cement clinkers

210 25232100 -- White cement, whether or not artificially coloured

211 25232900 -- Other

2523 - Portland cement, aluminous cement, slag cement, 

supersulphate cement and similar hydraulic cements, whether or not 

coloured or in the form of clinkers.

212 25239010 --- Tall furnace cement

213 25239020 --- Pozzolanic cement

214 25239090 --- Other

215 26011110
to 60%  --- aggerlaled hematite iron or with Puvrty of 

iron Less Than 40%

216 26011120
--- aggerlaled hematite iron or with Puvrty of iron 

more than 60%

217 26011130
--- aggerlaled hematite iron or with Puvrty of iron 

40% to 60%

218 26011140
--- aggerlaled hematite iron or with Puvrty of iron 

more than 60%

219 26011150 --- Iron concentrates

220 26011190 --- other

221 26012000 - Roasted iron pyrites

222 26030010 --- Copper ores

223 26030090 --- Copper concentrates

224 26070010 --- Lead ores

225 26070020 --- Lead oxide concentrates



226 26070030 --- Lead sulfide concentrates

227 26070090 --- Other

228 26080000 Zinc ores and concentrates.

229 26080020 --- Zinc ores concentrates oxide

230 26080030 --- Zinc carbonate concentrates

231 26080040 --- Zinc sulfide concentrates

232 26080090 --- Other

233 26090000 Tin ores and concentrates.

234 26100000 Chromium ores and concentrates.

235 26100010 --- Chromium ores

236 26100090 --- Chromium concentrates

237 33019011 ---- water of mohammadi flower

238 33079020 ---moisturise hygienic and ornamental tissues

239 34011110 --- Bath soap

240 34011120 --- Glycerinated soap

241 34011130 --- Baby soap

242 34011150 --- Laundry soap

243 34012010 --- Liquid 340120 - Soap in other forms

244 34012040 --- Powder

245 34012090 --- Other

246 34022010

Powder, liquid, granule, tablet, gel, concentrate and 

other like production for in packages of 5kg and less 

than that suitable for handwash  ---moulded 

detergent

247 34022029 --- Other

248 34022090 --- Other

249 34029010
use including granule for toilet manual and machine 

types in packages more than 5 kg  --- Powder, Liquid, 

washing and

250 34060000 Candles, tapers and the like.

251 38089121 ---- Product --- Chermical preparation

252 39241010 --- Melamine dishes

253 39241090 --- Other

254 39249000 - Other

255 39252000
- Doors, windows and their frames and thresholds for 

doors



256 39253000
- Shutters, blinds (including Venetian blinds) and 

similar articles and parts thereof

257 39261000 - Office or school supplies

258 39264000 - Statuettes and other ornamental articles

259 40141000 - Sheath contraceptives

260 40151910 --- Household type

261 41021000 - With wool on

4102 - Raw skins of sheep or Lambs (fresh, or salted, dried, limed, 

pickled or otherwise preserved, but not tanned, parchment-dressed or 

further prepared), whether or not with wool on or split, other than 

those excluded by Note 1 (c) to this Chapter.

262 41022100 -- Pickled

263 41022900 -- Other

264 41032000 - Of reptiles

4103 - Other raw hides and skins (fresh, or salted, dried, limed, 

pickled or otherwise preserved, but not tanned, parchment-dressed or 

further prepared), whether or not dehaired or split, other than those 

excluded by Note 1 (b) or 1 (c) to this Chapter.

265 41033000 - Of swine

266 41039000 - Other

267 41051000 - In the wet state (including wet-blue)
4105 - Tanned or crust skins of sheep or Lambs, without wool on, 

whether or not split, but not further prepared.

268 41053000 - In the dry state (crust)

269 41062100 -- In the wet state (including wet-blue)
4106 - Tanned or crust hides and skins of other animals, without wool 

or hair on, whether or not split, but not further prepared.

270 41062200 -- In the dry state (crust)

271 41063100 -- In the wet state (including wet-blue)

272 41063200 -- In the dry state (crust)

273 41064000 - Of reptiles

274 41069100 -- In the wet state (including wet-blue)

275 41069200 -- In the dry state (crust)

276 41132000 - Of swine

4113 - Leather further prepared after tanning or crusting, including 

parchment-dressed leather, of other animals, without wool or hair on, 

whether or not split, other than leather of heading 41.14.

277 41133000 - Of reptiles

278 41139000 - Other



279 41141000 - Chamois (including combination chamois) leather

280 41142000
- Patent leather and patent laminated leather; 

metallised leather

281 41151000
- Composition leather with a basis of leather or 

leather fibre, in slabs, sheets or strip, whether or not 

in rolls

282 41152000
- Parings and other waste of leather or of composition 

leather, not suitable for the manufacture of leather 

articles; leather dust, powder and flour

283 42010000
Saddlery and harness for any animal (including 

traces, leads, knee pads, muzzles, saddle cloths, 

saddle bags, dog coats and the like), of any material.

284 42021100
-- of compodition leather or of patenet leather and 

substitute of leather or of composition leather.

285 42021110 _ _ _Handmade Bag

286 42021190 --- Other

287 42021200 -- With outer surface of plastics or of textile materials

288 42021900 -- Other

289 42022100
-- of compodition leather or of patenet leather and 

substitute of leather or of composition leather.

290 42022110 Handmade Handbag

291 42022190 --- Other

292 42022210 --- Jajim

293 42022220 --- From Nad

294 42022230 --- Calico

295 42022290 --- Other

296 42022900 -- Other

297 42023100
-- of compodition leather or of patenet leather and 

substitute of leather or of composition leather.

298 42023200
-- With outer surface of plastic sheeting or of textile 

materials



299 42023900 -- Other

300 42029090

301 42029100
-- of compodition leather or of patenet leather and 

substitute of leather or of composition leather.

302 42029200
-- With outer surface of plastic sheeting or of textile 

materials

303 42029900 -- Other

304 42031000 - Articles of apparel
4203 - Articles of apparel and clothing accessories, of leather or of 

composition leather.

305 42032900 -- Other
4203 - Articles of apparel and clothing accessories, of leather or of 

composition leather.

306 42033000 - Belts and bandoliers

307 42033010 Handmade Belts

308 42033090 --- Other

309 42034000 - Other clothing accessories

310 42050020 Handmade Accessories of Leather 4205 - Other articles of leather or of composition leather.

311 42050090 --- Other:

312 43011000 - Of mink, whole, with or without head, tail or paws

313 43013000

- Of lamb, the following: Astrakhan, Broadtail, 

Caracul, Persian and similar lamb, Indian, Chinese, 

Mongolian or Tibetan lamb, whole, with or without 

head, tail or paws

314 43016000 - Of fox, whole, with or without head, tail or paws

315 43018010
---skin of swine, whole, with or without head, tail or 

paws

316 43018090 ---other

317 43019000
- Heads, tails, paws and other pieces or cuttings, 

suitable for furriers' use

318 43021100 -- Of mink

319 43021900 -- Other

320 43022000
- Heads, tails, paws and other pieces or cuttings, not 

assembled

321 43023000
- Whole skins and pieces or cuttings thereof, 

assembled

322 43031000 - Articles of apparel and clothing accessories

323 43039000 - Other



324 43040000 Artificial fur and articles thereof.

325 44101190 --- Other 441011 -- Particle board :

326 44101290 --- Other 441012 -- Oriented strand board (OSB):

327 44101990 --- Other

328 44109090 --- Other

329 44111292 ---- covered carpet

330 44111299 ---- other

331 44111391 ---- covered prophile

332 44111392 ---- covered carpet

333 44111399 ---- other

334 44111491 ---- covered prophile

335 44111492 ---- covered carpet

336 44111499 ---- Other

337 44119290 --- Other 441192 -- Of a density exceeding 0.8 g/cm3

338 44119390 --- Other
441193 -- Of a density exceeding 0.5 g/cm3 but not exceeding 0.8 

g/cm3

339 44119490 --- Other 441194 -- Of a density not exceeding 0.5 g/cm3

340 44181011 ---- oresy making (with geometric shape)

341 44182019 ---- figure cut making, with circule and curve

342 44191110
handicrafts including wood turning, carved work, 

inlaid work, scrimshaw, elaborate work, painting on 

wood and marquetery  ---

343 44191190 --- Other

344 44191910
handicrafts including wood turning, carved work, 

inlaid work, scrimshaw, elaborate work, painting on 

wood and marquetery  ---

345 44191990 --- Other

346 44199010
handicrafts including wood turning, carved work, 

inlaid work, scrimshaw, elaborate work, painting on 

wood and marquetery  ---

347 44199090 --- Other

348 44201010
handicrafts including wood turning, carved work, 

inlaid work scrimshaw, elaborate work, painting on 

wood and marquetery  ---

349 44201020 Panel Mosaic



350 44201030
handicrafts including wood turning, carved work, 

inlaid work scrimshaw, elaborate work, painting on 

wood and marquetery  ---

351 44201090 --- Other

352 44209010
--- handicrafts including wood turning, carved work, 

inlaid work scrimshaw, elaborate work, painting on 

wood and marquetery

353 44209020 Inlaid Work Scrimshaw Box

354 44209030 Box of Carved Work

355 44209040 Marquetery Pot

356 44209050 Office Supplies set of Marquetery

357 44209060
--- handicrafts including wood turning, carved work, 

inlaid work scrimshaw, elaborate work, painting on 

wood and marquetery

358 44209090 --- Other

359 44211010
handicrafts including wood turning, carved work, 

inlaid work scrimshaw, elaborate work, painting on 

wood and marquetery  ---

360 44211090 --- Other 442110 - Clothes hangers :

361 44219110
--- handicrafts including wood turning, carved work, 

inlaid work scrimshaw, elaborate work, painting on 

wood and marquetery

362 44219920
--- handicrafts including wood turning, carved work, 

inlaid work scrimshaw, elaborate work, painting on 

wood and marquetery

363 48025600

-- Weighing 40 g/m2 or more but not more than 150 

g/m2, in sheets with one side not exceeding 435 mm 

and the other side not exceeding 297 mm in the 

unfolded state

364 48026200
-- In sheets with one side not exceeding 435 mm and 

the other side not exceeding 297 mm in the unfolded 

state

365 48171000 - Envelopes

4817 - Envelopes, letter cards, plain postcards and correspondence 

cards, of paper or paperboard; boxes, pouches, wallets and writing 

compendiums, of paper or paperboard, containing an assortment of 

paper stationery.

366 48172000
- Letter cards, plain postcards and correspondence 

cards

367 48181000 - Toilet paper



368 48182000 - Handkerchiefs, cleansing or facial tissues and towels

369 48183000 - Tablecloths and serviettes

370 48201000
- Registers, account books, note books, order books, 

receipt books, letter pads, memorandum pads, diaries 

and similar articles

371 48202000 - Exercise books

372 48203000
- Binders (other than book covers), folders and file 

covers

373 48204000 - Manifold business forms and interleaved carbon sets

374 48236100 - - Of bamboo - Trays, dishes, plates, craps and the like, of paper or paperboard

375 48236900 -- Other

376 49090000

Printed or illustrated postcards; printed cards bearing 

personal greetings, messages or announcements, 

whether or not illustrated, with or without envelopes 

or trimmings.

377 49100000
Calendars of any kind, printed, including calendar 

blocks.

378 50071010 --- Cashmere

379 50071020 --- Hand – Woven of hair

380 50071030 --- Hand – Woven brocade

381 50071090 --- Other

382 50072010 --- batik

383 50072090 --- Other

384 50079000 - Other fabrics

385 51032000 - Other waste of wool or of fine animal hair

386 51033000 - Waste of coarse animal hair

387 51040000
Garnetted stock of wool or of fine or coarse animal 

hair.

388 57011010 --- Gabbeh

389 57011090 --- other

390 57019000 - Of other textile materials
5701 - Carpets and other textile floor coverings, knotted, whether or 

not made up.

391 57021010
places except Sirjan  --- One-faced wool and string of 

kelem for all



392 57021020
--- One-faced wool kelem of Sirjan, (shirikipich 

shyryky screw)

393 57021030
--- One-faced wool kelem of Sirjan (half carpet 

texture of shirikipich shyryky screw)

394 57021040 --- Double-faced kelem of wool

395 57021050 --- Kelem with silk floor

396 57021060 --- silk kelem

397 57021090 --- other

5702 - Carpets and other textile floor coverings, woven, not tufted or 

not flocked, whether or not made up, including "Kelem", 

"Schumacks", "Karamanie" and similar hand-woven rugs.

398 57022000 - Floor coverings of coconut fibres (coir)

399 57023100 -- Of wool or fine animal hair

400 57023200 -- Of man-made textile materials

401 57023900 -- Of other textile materials

402 57024100 -- Of wool or fine animal hair

403 57024200 -- Of man-made textile materials

404 57024900 -- Of other textile materials

405 57025000 - Other, not of pile construction, not made up

406 57029110 - - - prayer

407 57029190 --- other

408 57029200 -- Of man-made textile materials

409 57029910 - - - Zillou

410 57029990 --- other

411 57031000 - Of wool or fine animal hair

412 57032010 Artificial Turf

413 57032090 --- other

414 57033010 Artificial Turf

415 57033090 --- other

416 57039000 - Of other textile materials

417 57041000 - Tiles, having a maximum surface area of 0.3 m2

418 57042000
- Tiles, having a maximum surface area exceeding 0.3 

m2 but not exceeding 1m2

419 57049010 from felt  --- textile floor covering

420 57049090 --- Other



421 57050010 - - - Jajim

422 58050000

Hand-woven tapestries of the type Gobelins, 

Flanders, Aubusson, Beauvais and the like, and 

needle-worked tapestries (for example, petit point, 

cross stitch), whether or not made up.

423 59050000 Textile wall coverings.

424 61012000 - Of cotton

6101 - Men's or boys' overcoats, car-coats, capes, cloaks, anoraks 

(including ski-jackets), wind-cheaters, wind-jackets and similar 

articles, knitted or crocheted, other than those of heading 61.03.

425 61013000 - Of man-made fibres

426 61019000 - Of other textile materials

427 61021000 - Of wool or fine animal hair

6102 - Women's or girls' overcoats, car-coats, capes, cloaks, anoraks 

(including ski-jackets), wind-cheaters, wind-jackets and similar 

articles, knitted or crocheted, other than those of heading 61.04.

428 61022000 - Of cotton

429 61023000 - Of man-made fibres

430 61029000 - Of other textile materials

431 61031000

- consists of two or Parts, which in grander and color 

are coordinated or they are corre sponding, such as 

coat, vest, trousers for men or coat or skirt for 

women

6103 - Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, jackets, blazers, trousers, bib 

and brace overalls, breeches and shorts (other than swimwear), 

knitted or crocheted.

432 61032200 -- of cotton

433 61032300 -- of syntetic fibers

434 61032900 -- of other textile materials

435 61033100 -- Of wool or fine animal hair

436 61033200 -- Of cotton

437 61033300 -- Of synthetic fibres

438 61033900 -- Of other textile materials

439 61034100 -- Of wool or fine animal hair

440 61034200 -- Of cotton

441 61034300 -- Of synthetic fibres

442 61034900 -- Of other textile materials



443 61041300 -- Of synthetic fibres

6104 - Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, jackets, blazers, dresses, 

skirts, divided skirts, trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and 

shorts (other than swimwear), knitted or crocheted.

444 61041900 -- Of other textile materials

445 61042200 -- Of cotton

446 61042300 -- Of synthetic fibres

447 61042900 -- Of other textile materials

448 61043100 -- Of wool or fine animal hair

449 61043200 -- Of cotton

450 61043300 -- Of synthetic fibres

451 61043900 -- Of other textile materials

452 61044100 -- Of wool or fine animal hair

453 61044200 -- Of cotton

454 61044300 -- Of synthetic fibres

455 61044400 -- Of artificial fibres

456 61044900 -- Of other textile materials

457 61045100 -- Of wool or fine animal hair

458 61045200 -- Of cotton

459 61045300 -- Of synthetic fibres

460 61045900 -- Of other textile materials

461 61046100 -- Of wool or fine animal hair

462 61046200 -- Of cotton

463 61046300 -- Of synthetic fibres

464 61046900 -- Of other textile materials

465 61051000 - Of cotton 6105 - Men's or boys' shirts, knitted or crocheted.

466 61052000 - Of man-made fibres

467 61059000 - Of other textile materials

468 61061000 - Of cotton
6106 - Women's or girls' blouses, shirts and shirt-blouses, knitted or 

crocheted.

469 61062000 - Of man-made fibres

470 61069000 - Of other textile materials

471 61071100 -- Of cotton
6107 - Men's or boys' underpants, briefs, nightshirts, pyjamas, 

bathrobes, dressing gowns and similar articles, knitted or crocheted.

472 61071200 -- Of man-made fibres



473 61071900 -- Of other textile materials

474 61072100 -- Of cotton

475 61072200 -- Of man-made fibres:

476 61072900 -- Of other textile materials

477 61079100 -- Of cotton

478 61079900 -- Of other textile materials

479 61081100 -- Of man-made fibres

6108 - Women's or girls' slips, petticoats, briefs, panties, 

nightdresses, pyjamas, négligés, bathrobes, dressing gowns and 

similar articles, knitted or crocheted.

480 61081900 -- Of other textile materials

481 61082100 -- Of cotton

482 61082200 -- Of man-made fibres

483 61082900 -- Of other textile materials

484 61083100 -- Of cotton

485 61083200 -- Of man-made fibres

486 61083900 -- Of other textile materials

487 61089100 -- Of cotton

488 61089200 -- Of man-made fibres

489 61089900 -- Of other textile materials

490 61091000 - Of cotton

491 61099000 - Of other textile materials

492 61101100 -- Of wool
6110 - Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waistcoats and similar articles, 

knitted or crocheted.

493 61101200 -- Of Kashmir (cashmere) goats

494 61101900 -- Other

495 61102000 - Of cotton

496 61103000 - Of man-made fibres

497 61109000 - Of other textile materials

498 61112000 - Of cotton
6111 - Babies' garments and clothing accessories, knitted or 

crocheted.

499 61113000 - Of synthetic fibres

500 61119000 - Of other textile materials

501 61121100 -- Of cotton 6112 - Track suits, ski suits and swimwear, knitted or crocheted.

502 61121200 -- Of synthetic fibres

503 61121900 -- Of other textile materials



504 61122000 - Ski suits

505 61123100 -- Of synthetic fibres

506 61123900 -- Of other textile materials

507 61124100 -- Of synthetic fibres

508 61124900 -- Of other textile materials

509 61130000
Garments, made up of knitted or crocheted fabrics of 

heading 59.03, 59.06 or 59.07.

510 61142000 - Of cotton 6114 - Other garments, knitted or crocheted.

511 61143000 - Of man-made fibres

512 61149000 - Of other textile materials

513 61151000
-Graduated compression hosiery (for example, 

stockings for varicose veins)

6115 - Panty hose, tights, stockings, socks and other hosiery, 

including graduated compression hosiery (for example, stockings for 

varicose veins) and footwear without applied soles, knitted or 

crocheted.

514 61152100
-- Of synthetic fibres, measuring per single yarn less 

than 67 decitex

515 61152200
-- Of synthetic fibres, measuring per single yarn 67 

decitex or more

516 61152900 other textile materials  -- Of

517 61153000
- Other women's full – length or knee – length 

hosiery, measuring per single yarn less than 67 

decitex

518 61159400 -- Of wool or fine animal hair

519 61159500 -- Of cotton

520 61159600 -- Of synthetic fibres

521 61159900 -- Of other textile materials

522 61161000
- Impregnated, coated or covered with plastics or 

rubber
6116 - Gloves, mittens and mitts, knitted or crocheted.

523 61169100 -- Of wool or fine animal hair

524 61169200 -- Of cotton

525 61169300 -- Of synthetic fibres

526 61169900 -- Of other textile materials

527 61171000
- Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils and the 

like

6117 - Other made up clothing accessories, knitted or crocheted; 

knitted or crocheted parts of garments or of clothing accessories.

528 61178000 - Other accessories

529 61179000 - Parts



530 62011110 -- Handmad Cloak of Camel Wool

531 62011190 --- Other 620111 -- Of wool or fine animal hair:

532 62011200 -- Of cotton

533 62011300 -- Of man-made fibres

534 62011900 -- Of other textile materials

535 62019100 -- Of wool or fine animal hair

536 62019200 -- Of cotton

537 62019300 -- Of man-made fibres

538 62019900 -- Of other textile materials

539 62021100 -- Of wool or fine animal hair

540 62021200 -- Of cotton

541 62021300 -- Of man-made fibres

542 62021910 --- Local Clothing

543 62021990 --- Other

6202 - Women's or girls' overcoats, car-coats, capes, cloaks, anoraks 

(including ski-jackets), wind-cheaters, wind-jackets and similar 

articles, other than those of heading 62.04.

544 62029100 -- Of wool or fine animal hair

545 62029200 -- Of cotton

546 62029300 -- Of man-made fibres

547 62029900 -- Of other textile materials

548 62031100 -- Of wool or fine animal hair
6203 - Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, jackets, blazers, trousers, bib 

and brace overalls, breeches and shorts (other than swimwear).

549 62031200 -- Of synthetic fibres

550 62031910 --- Local Clothing

551 62031990 --- Other

552 62032200 -- Of cotton

553 62032300 -- Of synthetic fibres

554 62032900 -- Of other textile materials

555 62033100 -- Of wool or fine animal hair - Jackets and blazers:

556 62033200 -- Of cotton

557 62033300 - Of synthetic fibres

558 62033900 -- Of other textile materials

559 62034100 -- Of wool or fine animal hair

560 62034200 -- Of cotton



561 62034300 -- Of synthetic fibres

562 62034900 -- Of other textile materials

563 62041100 -- Of wool or fine animal hair

6204 - Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, jackets, blazers, dresses, 

skirts, divided skirts, trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and 

shorts (other than swimwear).

564 62041200 -- Of cotton

565 62041310 --- Local Clothing 620413 -- Of synthetic fibres

566 62041390 --- Other

567 62041910 --- Local Clothing

568 62041990 --- Other

569 62042100 -- Of wool or fine animal hair

570 62042200 -- Of cotton

571 62042300 -- Of synthetic fibres

572 62042900 -- Of other textile materials

573 62043100 -- Of wool or fine animal hair

574 62043200 -- Of cotton

575 62043300 -- Of synthetic fibres

576 62043900 -- Of other textile materials

577 62044100 -- Of wool or fine animal hair

578 62044200 -- Of cotton

579 62044300 -- Of synthetic fibres

580 62044400 -- Of artificial fibres

581 62044900 -- Of other textile materials

582 62045100 -- Of wool or fine animal hair

583 62045200 -- Of cotton

584 62045300 -- Of synthetic fibres

585 62045900 -- Of other textile materials

586 62046100 -- Of wool or fine animal hair - Trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and shorts:

587 62046200 -- Of cotton

588 62046300 -- Of synthetic fibres

589 62046900 -- Of other textile materials

590 62052000 - Of cotton 6205 - Men's or boys' shirts.

591 62053000 - Of man-made fibres

592 62059000 - Of other textile materials

593 62061000 - Of silk or silk waste 6206 - Women's or girls' blouses, shirts and shirt-blouses.



594 62062000 - Of wool or fine animal hair

595 62063000 - Of cotton

596 62064000 - Of man-made fibres

597 62069000 - Of other textile materials

598 62071100 -- Of cotton
6207 - Men’s or boys’ singlets and other vests, underpants, briefs, 

nightshirts, pyjamas, bathrobes, dressing gowns and similar articles.

599 62071900 -- Of other textile materials

600 62072100 -- Of cotton

601 62072200 -- Of s man-made fibres

602 62072900 -- Of other textile materials

603 62079100 -- Of cotton

604 62079900 -- Of other textile materials

605 62081100 -- Of man-made fibres

6208 - Women’s or girls’ singlets and other vests, slips, petticoats, 

briefs, panties, nightdresses, pyjamas, ńegligés, bathrobes, dressing 

gowns and similar articles.

606 62081900 -- Of other textile materials

607 62082100 -- Of cotton

608 62082200 -- of man-made fibres

609 62082900 -- Of other textile materials

610 62089100 -- Of cotton

611 62089200 -- Of man-made fibres

612 62089900 -- Of other textile materials

613 62092000 - Of cotton 6209 - Babies’ garments and clothing accessories.

614 62093000 - Of synthetic fibres

615 62099000 - Of other textile materials

616 62101000 or 56.03  - Of fabrics of heading 56.02

617 62102000
6210 - Garments, made up of fabrics of heading 

56.02, 56.03, 59.03, 59.06 or 59.07

618 62103000
- Other garments, of the type described in 

subheadings 6202.11 to 6202.19

619 62104000 - Other men’s or boys’ garments

620 62105000 - Other women’s or girls’ garments

621 62111100 -- Men’s or boys’

622 62111200 -- Women’s or girls’

623 62112000 - Ski suits



624 62113200 -- Of cotton - Other garments, men’s or boys’:

625 62113300 -- Of man-made fibres

626 62113900 -- Of other textile materials,

627 62114200 -- Of cotton

628 62114300 man-made fibres  -- Of

629 62114900 -- Of other textile materials

630 62121000 - Brassiéres

631 62122000 - Girdles and panty-girdles

632 62123000 - Corselettes

633 62129000 - Other

634 62132000 - Of cotton 6213 - Handkerchiefs.

635 62139000 - Of other textile materials

636 62141000 - Of silk or silk waste 6214 - Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils and the like.

637 62142000 - Of wool or fine animal hair

638 62143000 - Of synthetic fibres

639 62144000 - Of artificial fibres

640 62149000 - Of other textile materials

641 62151000 - Of silk or silk waste 6215 - Ties, bow ties and cravats.

642 62152000 man-made fibres  - Of

643 62159000 - Of other textile materials

644 62160000 Gloves, mittens and mitts.

645 62171000 - Accessories
Other made up clothing accessories; parts of garments or of clothing 

accessories, other than those of heading 62.12.

646 62179000 - Parts

647 63011000 - Electric blankets 6301 - Blankets and travelling rugs.

648 63012000
- Blankets (other than electric blankets) and travelling 

rugs, of wool or of fine animal hair

649 63013000
- Blankets (other than electric blankets) and travelling 

rugs, of cotton

650 63014000
- Blankets (other than electric blankets) and travelling 

rugs, of synthetic fibres

651 63019000 - Other blankets and travelling rugs

652 63021000 - Bed linen, knitted or crocheted 6302 - Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen linen.

653 63022100 -- Of cotton

654 63022200 -- Of man-made fibres



655 63022900 -- Of other textile materials

656 63023100 -- Of cotton

657 63023200 -- Of man-made fibres

658 63023900 -- Of other textile materials

659 63024000 - Table linen, knitted or crocheted

660 63025100 -- Of cotton - Other table linen:

661 63025300 -- Of man-made fibres

662 63025900 -- Of other textile materials

663 63026000
- Toilet linen and kitchen linen, of terry towelling or 

similar terry fabrics, of cotton

664 63029100 --of cotton

665 63029300 --of man- made Fibres

666 63029900 -of othcr textile matends

667 63031200 -- Of synthetic fibres
6303 - Curtains (including drapes) and interior blinds; curtain or bed 

valances.

668 63031900 -- Of other textile materials

669 63039100 -- Of cotton

670 63039200 -- Of synthetic fibres

671 63039900 -- Of other textile materials

672 63041110 Traditional Needleworks 6304 - Other furnishing articles, excluding those of heading 94.04.

673 63041190 --- Other

674 63041910 Traditional Needleworks

675 63041990 --- Other

676 63042000
- bed nets specified in subheading note 1 to this 

chapter

677 63049110 All types of tablecloth with traditional needleworks 63049100 -- Knitted or crocheted

678 63049190 --- Other 63049200 -- Not knitted or crocheted, of cotton

679 63049210 All types of tablecloth with traditional needleworks

680 63049290 --- Other

681 63049310 All types of tablecloth with traditional needleworks 63049300 -- Not knitted or crocheted, of synthetic fibres

682 63049390 --- Other



683 63049910 All types of tablecloth with traditional needleworks 63049900 -- Not knitted or crocheted, of other textile materials

684 63049990 --- Other

685 63051000
- Of jute or of other textile bast fibres of heading 

53.03
6305 - Sacks and bags, of a kind used for the packing of goods.

686 63052000 - Of cotton

687 63053200 -- Flexible intermediate bulk containers - Of man-made textile materials:

688 63053300
-- Other, of polyethylene or polypropylene strip or the 

like

689 63053900 -- Other

690 63059000 - Of other textile materials

691 63061200 -- Of synthetic fibres
6306 - Tarpaulins, awnings and sunblinds; tents; sails for boats, 

sailboards or landcraft; camping goods.

692 63061900 -- Of other textile materials

693 63062200 -- Of synthetic fibres - Tents:

694 63062900 -- Of other textile materials

695 63063000 - Sails

696 63064000 - Pneumatic mattresses:

697 63069000 - Other:

698 63071000
- Floor-cloths, dish-cloths, dusters and similar 

cleaning cloths
6307 - Other made up articles, including dress patterns.

699 63072000 - Life-jackets and life-belts

700 63079010 --- Surgeons mask

701 63079020 --- Jeweiry and decorative from wad

702 63079030
--- Mosquito nets with polyethylene,having 

pormethrin

703 63079090 --- Other

704 63080000

Sets consisting of woven fabric and yarn, whether or 

not with accessories, for making up into rugs, 

tapestries, embroidered table cloths or serviettes, or 

similar textile articles, put up in packings for retail 

sale.

705 63090000 Worn clothing and other worn articles.
III

WORN CLOTHING AND WORN TEXTILE ARTICLES; RAGS;

706 63101000 - Sorted

6310 - Used or new rags, scrap twine, cordage, rope and cables and 

worn out articles of twine, cordage, rope or cables, of textile 

materials.



707 63109000 - Other

708 64011090 --- Other 64011000 - Footwear incorporating a protective metal toe-cap

709 64019200 -- Covering the ankle but not covering the knee - Other footwear:

710 64019900 -- Other

711 64021210 --- Snow ski-boots and snow board boots

712 64021220 --- Ski-boots

713 64021910
--- Track footwear with outer soles incorporating nails 

and screws

714 64021990 --- Other

715 64022000
- Footwear with upper straps or thongs assembled to 

the sole by means of plugs

716 64029100 -- Covering the ankle - Other footwear:

717 64029900 -- Other

718 64031210 --- Snow ski-boots and snowboard boots

719 64031220 --- Ski-boots

720 64031910
--- Track footwear with outer soles incorporating nails 

and screws

721 64031990 --- Other

722 64032000
- Footwear with outer soles of leather, and uppers 

which consist of leather straps across the instep and 

around the big toe

723 64034000
- Other footwear, incorporating a protective metal toe-

cap

724 64035100 -- Covering the ankle - Other footwear with outer soles of leather:

725 64035900 -- Other

726 64039100 -- Covering the ankle - Other footwear:

727 64039900 -- Other

728 64041110
--- Track footwear with outer soles incorporating nails 

and screws

6404 - Footwear with outer soles of rubber, plastics, leather or 

composition leather and uppers of textile materials.

729 64041190 --- Other

730 64041900 -- Other

731 64042000
- Footwear with outer soles of leather or composition 

leather

732 64051000 - With uppers of leather or composition leather

733 64052090 --- Other 640520 - With uppers of textile materials :

734 64059000 - Other



735 64061000 - Uppers and parts thereof, other than stiffeners

6406 - Parts of footwear (including uppers whether or not attached to 

soles other than outer soles); removable in-soles, heel cushions and 

similar articles; gaiters, leggings and similar articles, and parts 

thereof.

736 64062000 - Outer soles and heels, of rubber or plastics

737 64069010 --- Of wood

738 64069090 --- Other

739 65010000
Hat-forms, hat bodies and hoods of felt, neither 

blocked to shape nor with made brims; plateaux and 

manchons (including slit manchons), of felt.

740 65020000
Hat-shapes, plaited or made by assembling strips of 

any material, neither blocked to shape, nor with made 

brims, nor lined, nor trimmed.

741 65040000
Hats and other headgear, plaited or made by 

assembling strips of any material, whether or not 

lined or trimmed.

742 65050000

Hats and other headgear, knitted or crocheted, or 

made up from lace, felt or other textile fabric, in the 

piece (but not in strips), whether or not lined or 

trimmed; hair-nets of any material, whether or not 

lined or trimmed.
743 65061090 --- Other 650610 - Safety headgear :

744 65069100 -- Of rubber or of plastics

745 65069900 -- Of other materials

746 65070000
Head-bands, linings, covers, hat foundations, hat 

frames, peaks and chinstraps, for headgear.

747 66011000 - Garden or similar umbrellas

748 66019100 -- Having a telescopic shaft

749 66019900 -- Other

750 66020000
Walking-sticks, seat-sticks, whips, riding-crops and 

the like.

751 66032000
- Umbrella frames, including frames mounted on 

shatts (sticks)

6603 - Parts, trimmings and accessories of articles of heading 66.01 

or 66.02.

752 66039000 - Other

753 67010000

Skins and other parts of birds with their feathers or 

down, feathers, parts of feathers, down and articles 

thereof (other than goods of heading 05.05 and 

worked quills and scapes).



754 67021000 - Of plastics
6702 - Artificial flowers, foliage and fruit and parts thereof; articles 

made of artificial flowers, foliage or fruit.

755 67029000 - Of other materials

756 67030000
Human hair, dressed, thinned, bleached or otherwise 

worked; wool or other animal hair or other textile 

materials, prepared for use in making wigs or the like.

757 67041100 -- Complete wigs

6704 - Wigs, false beards, eyebrows and eyelashes, switches and the 

like, of human or animal hair or of textile materials; articles of human 

hair not elsewhere specified or included.

758 67041900 -- Other

759 67042000 - Of human hair

760 67049000 - Of other materials

761 68010000
Setts, curbstones and flagstones, of natural stone 

(except slate).

762 68021000

side of which is less than 7 cm; artificially coloured 

granules, chippings and powder    - Tiles, cubes and 

similar articles, whether or not rectangular (including 

square), the largest surface area of which is capable 

of being enclosed in a square the

6802 - Worked monumental or building stone (except slate) and 

articles thereof, other than goods of heading 68.01; mosaic cubes and 

the like, of natural stone (including slate), whether or not on a 

backing; artificially coloured granules, chippings and powder, of 

natural stone (including slate).

763 68022100 -- Marble, travertine and alabaster

764 68022300 -- Granite

765 68022900 -- Other stone

766 68029110
--- Polished, formed or worked alabaster but not 

carved or engraved
680291 -- Marble, travertine and alabaster

767 68029190 --- Other

768 68029210
--- Polished, formed or worked alabaster but not 

carved or engraved
680292 -- Other calcareous stone :

769 68029290 --- Other

770 68029310
--- Polished, formed or worked alabaster but not 

carved or engraved

771 68029390 --- Other

772 68029910
--- Polished, formed or worked alabaster but not 

carved or engraved

773 68029990 --- Other

774 68030010 --- Stone for the floor and wall

775 68030090 --- Other



776 68042300 -- Of natural stone

6804 - Millstones, grindstones, grinding wheels and the like, without 

frameworks, for grinding, sharpening, polishing, trueing or cutting, 

hand sharpening or polishing stones, and parts thereof, of natural 

stone, of agglomerated natural or artificial abrasives, or of ceramics. 

with or without parts of other materials.

777 68071090 --- Other

778 68079010
---used in ceiling, façade, roof, floor, wall, foundation 

(Buildings, pools, facilities, water, etc)

779 68079090 --- Other

780 68091100 -- Faced or reinforced with paper or paperboard only 6809 - Articles of plaster or of compositions based on plaster.

781 68099000 - Other articles

782 68101110 --- Of light concrete (based on sorted expanded clay) 681011 -- Building blocks and bricks:

783 68101190 --- Other

784 68101910 --- For use in the construction of ceilings and roofs

785 68101920 --- For use in pavements

786 68101930 --- Of concrete

787 68101990 --- Other

788 68109110 --- For floors
681091 -- Prefabricated structural components for building or civil 

engineering:

789 68109190 --- Other

790 68109900 -- Other

791 68118200 -- Other sheets, panels, tiles and similar articles
6811 - Articles of asbestos-cement, of cellulose fibre-cement or the 

like.

792 68118900 - Other articles

793 68129100
-- Clothing, clothing accessories, footwear and 

headgear

6812 - Fabricated asbestos fibres; mixtures with a basis of asbestos or 

with a basis of asbestos and magnesium carbonate; articles of such 

mixtures or of asbestos (for example, thread, woven fabric, clothing, 

headgear, footwear, gaskets), whether or not reinforced, other than 

goods of heading 68.11 or 68.13.
794 68129200 -- Paper, millboard and felt

795 68129300
-- Compressed asbestos fiber jointing, in sheets or 

rolls

796 68129900 --Other



797 68159910
--- Handmade tableware ston artificials table without 

design

6815 - Articles of stone or of other mineral substances (including 

carbon fibres, articles of carbon fibres and articles of peat), not 

elsewhere specified or included.

798 68159920 --- Desigend and engravea tableware stone artificials

799 68159930 --- Cut ston artificials used in arcitecture

800 68159940 --- Panel mosaic stone handicrafis

801 69041000 - Building bricks
6904 - Ceramic building bricks, flooring blocks, support or filler tiles 

and the like.

802 69049000 - Other

803 69051000 - Roofing tiles

804 69059000 - Other

805 69060000 Ceramic pipes, conduits, guttering and pipe fittings.

806 69071000

807 69072100
of a water absorption coefficient by weight not 

exceeding 0.5%  --

6907 - ceramic flags and paving, hearth or wall tiles; ceramic mosaic 

cubes and the like, whether or not on a backing; finishing ceramics.

808 69072200
-- of a water absorption coefficient by weight 

exceeding 0.5% but not exceeding 10%

809 69072300
-- of a water absorption coefficient by weight 

exceeding 10%

810 69073000
-- mosaic cubes and the like, other than those of 

subheading 6907.40

811 69074010 painted, hand-made  ---

812 69074020 --- Narbeled hand-made

813 69074090 --- Other

814 69079000

815 69099010
--- Ceramic balls cantaining by weight more than 50 

percent of alumina (Al2O3) or of a mixture or 

compound of alumina and silica

6909 - Ceramic wares for laboratory, chemical or other technical uses; 

ceramic troughs, tubs and similar receptacles of a kind used in 

agriculture; ceramic pots, jars and similar articles of a kind used for 

the conveyance or packing of goods.

816 69101000 - Of porcelain or china

6910 - Ceramic sinks, wash basins, wash basin pedestals, baths, 

bidets, water closet pans, flushing cisterns, urinals and similar sanitary 

fixtures.

817 69109000 - Other

818 69111000 - Tableware and kitchenware
6911 - Tableware, kitchenware, other household articles and toilet 

articles, of porcelain or china.



819 69119000 - Other

820 69120010 --- Other than china (stoneware)
691200 - Ceramic tableware, kitchenware, other household articles 

and toilet articles, other than of porcelain or china.

821 69120011 --- of ceramics, hand made overglaze

822 69120012 --- of ceramics, without glaze

823 69120013 --- of earthenware, hand made overglaze

824 69120014 --- of earthenware, without glaze

825 69120090 --- Other

826 69131000 - Of porcelain or china 6913 - Statuettes and other ornamental ceramic articles.

827 69139010 --- Of hand-made ceramics

828 69139020 --- Of hand-made earthenware

829 69139090 --- Other

830 69141000 - Of porcelain or china 6914 - Other ceramic articles.

831 69149010 --- Of hand-made ceramics

832 69149020 --- Of hand-made earthenware

833 69149090 --- Other

834 70131000 - Of glass-ceramics

7013 - Glassware of a kind used for table, kitchen, toilet, office, 

indoor decoration or similar purposes (other than of heading 70.10 or 

70.18)

835 70132210 --- Made by hand with plate or otherwise decorated 701322 -- Of lead crystal :

836 70132220
--- Made by machine with plate or otherwise 

decorated

837 70132800 -- Other

838 70133300 -- Of lead crystal

839 70134110 --- Made by hand:

840 70134111 ---- Painted, bruted, crafts

841 70134112 ---- nondecorated, crafts

842 70134119 ---- Other

843 70134190 --- Made by machine

844 70134210 ---- Opals

701342 -- Of glass having a linear coefficient of expansion not 

exceeding � per Kelvin within a temperature range of� 0�C to 

300�C:

845 70134220 --- nondecorated, Crafts

846 70134230 --- Painted, bruted, Crafts

847 70134910 --- Opals



848 70134990 --- Other

849 70139110 --- Made by hand: -- Of lead crystal :

850 70139111 ---- Painted, bruted, Crafts

851 70139112 ---- nondecorated, Crafts

852 70139119 ---- Other

853 70139190 --- Made by machine

854 70139910 --- Painted, bruted, Crafts

855 70139920 --- non decorated, Crafts

856 70161000
- Glass cubes and other glass smallwares, whether or 

not on a backing, for mosaics or similar decorative 

purposes

7016 - Paving blocks, slabs, bricks, squares, tiles and other articles of 

pressed or moulded glass, whether or not wired, of a kind used for 

building or construction purposes; glass cubes and other glass 

smallwares, whether or not on a backing, for mosaics or similar 

decorative purposes; leaded lights and the like; multicellular or foam 

glass in blocks, panels, plates, shells or similar forms.

857 70181010 --- Glass beads, cut and mechanically polished

858 70181020 --- Other glass beads

859 70181030 --- Imitation pearls

860 70181040
--- Imitation precious and semi-precious stones cut 

and mechanically polished

861 70193100 -- Mats

862 70193200 -- Thin sheets (voiles)

863 70193910 --- Glass wool

864 70193990 --- Other :

865 71012100 -- Unworked

866 71012200 -- Worked

867 71021000 - Unsorted 7102- Diamonds, whether or not worked, but not mounted or set.

868 71022110
--- As base material used in the manufacture of non-

ornamental goods

869 71022190 --- Other

870 71022900 -- Other

871 71023100 -- Unworked or simply sawn, cleaved or bruted

872 71023900 -- Other

873 71031010 --- Natural turquoise

874 71031020 --- agate



875 71031090 --- Other

876 71039100 -- Rubies, sapphires and emeralds

877 71039910 --- Natural turquoise

878 71039920 --- agate

879 71039990 --- Other

880 71041000 - Piezo-electric quartz

881 71042010 --- Artificial turquoise

882 71042090 --- Other

883 71049010 --- Artificial turquoise

884 71049090 --- Other

885 71051000 - Of diamonds
7105 - Dust and powder of natural or synthetic precious or semi-

precious stones.

886 71059000 - Other

887 71069290 ---other
7106 - Silver (including silver plated with gold or platinum), 

unwrought or in semi-manufactured forms, or in powder form.

888 71070000
Base metals clad with silver, not further worked than 

semi-manufactured.

889 71081100 -- Powder
7108 - Gold (including gold plated with platinum) unwrought or in 

semi-manufactured forms, or in powder form.

890 71081300 -- Other semi-manufactured form

891 71090000
Base metals or silver, clad with gold, not further 

worked than semi-manufactured.

892 71110000
Base metals, silver or gold, clad with platinum, not 

further worked than semi- manufactured.

893 71123000
- Ash containing precious metal or precious metal 

compounds

7112 - Waste and scrap of precious metal or of metal clad with 

precious metal; other waste and scrap containing precious metal or 

precious metal compounds, of a kind used principally for the recovery 

of precious metal.

894 71129100
-- Of gold, including metal clad with gold but 

excluding sweepings containing other precious metals

895 71129200
-- Of platinum, including metal clad with platinum but 

excluding sweepings containing other precious metals

896 71129900 -- Other

897 71131110 --- Studded, traditional Crafts

898 71131190 --- Other



899 71131910 --- Studded, traditional Crafts
711319 -- Of other precious metal, whether or not plated or clad with 

precious metal:

900 71131990 --- Other

901 71132010 --- Studded, traditional Crafts

902 71132090 --- Other

903 71141110 --- Engraved, Crafts
711411 -- Of silver, whether or not plated or clad with other precious 

metal:

904 71141120 --- Filigreed, Crafts

905 71141130 --- Studded

906 71141190 --- Other

907 71141910 --- Engraved, Crafts

908 71141920 --- Filigreed, Crafts

909 71141930 --- Studded

910 71141990 --- Other

911 71142000 - Of base metal clad with precious metal

912 71161000 - Of natural or cultured pearls
7116 - Articles of natural or cultured pearls, precious or semi-precious 

stones (natural, synthetic or reconstructed).

913 71162000
- Of precious or semi-precious stones (natural, 

synthetic or reconstructed)

914 71171100 -- Cuff-links and studs 7117 - Imitation jewellery.

915 71171900 -- Other

916 71179000 - Other

917 71181000 - Coin (other than gold coin), not being legal tender

918 71189000 - Other

919 72015000 - Alloy pig iron; spiegeleisen

920 72021100 -- Containing by weight more than 2 % of carbon :

921 72021990
2% carbon in the other form, non-pwoder  --- 

Containing by weight more than 1% but most of

922 72022110
--- Containing by weight more than 55% but equal to 

or less than 80% of silicon

923 72022120
--- Containing by weight more than 80% but equal to 

or less than 90% of silicon

924 72045000 - Remelting scrap ingots
7204 - Ferrous waste and scrap; remelting scrap ingots of iron or 

steel.



925 72142000
- Containing indentations, ribs, grooves or other 

deformations produced during the rolling process or 

twisted after rolling

7214 - Other bars and rods of iron or non-alloy steel, not further 

worked than forged, hot-rolled, hot-drawn or hot-extruded, but 

including those twisted after rolling.

926 72149900 -- Other

927 72164010 ---the length of 80 mm and less than 160 mm
721640 - L or T sections, not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-

drawn or extruded, of a height of 80 mm or more :

928 72169910
--- Various kinds of rails used in the manufacture of 

elevators

929 72169990 --- Other

930 73090000

Reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar containers for any 

material (other than compressed or liquefied gas), of 

iron or steel, of a capacity exceeding 300 I, whether 

or not lined or heat-insulated, but not fitted with 

mechanical or thermal equipment.
931 73101000 - Of a capacity of 50 1 or more

932 73102110 --- Cans for beverages and juices

933 73102120 --- Cans for fruit preserves and canned food

934 73211110 --- Cabinet-type gas range with oven

7321 - Stoves, ranges, grates, cookers (including those with 

subsidiary boilers for central heating), barbecues, braziers, gas-rings, 

plate warmers and similar non-electric domestic appliances, and parts 

thereof, of iron or steel.

935 73211120 --- Counter-top built-in gas range

936 73211130 --- Built-in gas oven

937 73211190 --- Other

938 73211200 -- For liquid fuel

939 73211900 fuel  -- Other, including appliances for solid

940 73218100 -- For gas fuel or for both gas and other fuels

941 73218200 -- For liquid fuel

942 73218900 -- Other, including appliances for solid fuel

943 73221100 -- Of cast iron

7322 - Radiators for central heating, not electrically heated, and parts 

thereof, of iron or steel; air heaters and hot air distributors (including 

distributors which can also distribute fresh or conditioned air), not 

electrically heated, incorporating a motor-driven fan or blower, and 

parts thereof, of iron or steel.
944 73221900 -- Other

945 73229090 --- Other



946 73231000
- Iron or steel wool; pot Scourers and scouring or 

polishing pads, gloves and the like

7323 - Table, kitchen or other household articles and parts thereof, of 

iron or steel; iron or steel wool; pot scourers and scouring or polishing 

pads, gloves and the like, of iron or steel.

947 73239190 --- Other

948 73239290 --- Other 732392 -- Of cast iron, enameled :

949 73239390 --- Other 732393 -- Of stainless steel

950 73239490 --- Other 732394 -- Of iron (other than cast iron) or steel, enamelled :

951 73239990 --- Other

952 73241000 - Sinks and wash basins, of stainless steel

953 73242100 -- Of cast iron, whether or not enamelled

954 73242900 -- Other

955 74151000
- Nails and tacks, drawing pins, staples and similar 

articles

956 74181010
- Table, kitchen or other household articles and parts 

thereof; pot scourers and scouring or polishing pads, 

gloves and the like:

957 74181020 --- Turquoised, Crafts

958 74181030 --- Enamelled, Crafts

959 74182000 - Sanitary ware and parts thereof

960 74191000 - Chain and parts thereof 7419 - Other articles of copper.

961 74199100
-- Cast, moulded, stamped or forged, but not further 

worked

962 74199910 --- Engraved, Crafts

963 74199920 --- Turquoised, Crafts

964 74199930 --- Enamelled, Crafts

965 74199940 --- Crafts From Nickel Silver

966 74199990 --- Other

967 76101000
- Doors, windows and their frames and thresholds for 

doors

7610 - Aluminium structures (excluding prefabricated buildings of 

heading 94.06) and parts of structures (for example, bridges and 

bridge-sections, towers, lattice masts, roofs, roofing frameworks, 

doors and windows and their frames and thresholds for doors, 

balustrades, pillars and columns); aluminium plates, rods, profiles, 

tubes and the like, prepared for use in structures.



968 76110000

Aluminium reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar 

containers, for any material (other than compressed 

or liquefied gas), of a capacity exceeding 300 l, 

whether or not lined or heat-insulated, but not fitted 

with mechanical or thermal equipment.

969 76151010 --- Radiators for contral heating system

970 76151090 --- Other

971 76152000 - Sanitary ware and parts thereof

972 82011000 - Spades and shovels

973 82013000 - Mattocks, picks, hoes and rakes

974 82014000 - Axes, bill hooks and similar hewing tools

975 82015000
- Secateurs and similar one-handed pruners and 

shears (including poultry shears)

976 82016000
- Hedge shears, two-handed pruning shears and 

similar two-handed shears

977 82019000
- Other hand tools of a kind used in agriculture, 

horticulture or forestry

978 82021000 - Hand saws
8202 - Hand saws; blades for saws of all kinds (including slitting, 

slotting or toothless saw blades).

979 82022000 - Band saw blades

980 82023100 -- With working part of steel

981 82023900 -- Other, including parts

982 82024000 - Chain saw blades

983 82029100 -- Straight saw blades, for working metal

984 82029900 -- Other

985 82031000 - Files, rasps and similar tools

8203 - Files, rasps, pliers (including cutting pliers), pincers, tweezers, 

metal cutting shears, pipe-cutters, bolt croppers, perforating punches 

and similar hand tools.

986 82032000
- Pliers (including cutting pliers), pincers, tweezers 

and similar tools

987 82033000 - Metal cutting shears and similar tools

988 82034000
- Pipe-cutters, bolt croppers, perforating punches and 

similar tools

989 82041100 -- Non-adjustable

8204 - Hand-operated spanners and wrenches (including torque 

meter wrenches but not including tap wrenches); interchangeable 

spanner sockets, with or without handles.

990 82041200 -- Adjustable



991 82042000
- Interchangeable spanner sockets, with or without 

handles

992 82051000 - Drilling, threading or tapping tools

8205 - Hand tools (including glaziers' diamonds), not elsewhere 

specified or included; blow lamps; vices, clamps and the like, other 

than accessories for and parts of, machine-tools or water-jet cutting 

machines; anvils; portable forges; hand or pedal-operated grinding 

wheels with frameworks.
993 82052000 - Hammers and sledge hammers

994 82053000
- Planes, chisels, gouges and similar cutting tools for 

working wood

995 82054010 --- voltage tester Screwdriver 820540 - Screwdrivers:

996 82054090 --- Other

997 82055100 -- Household tools

998 82055900 -- Other

999 82057000 - Vices, clamps and the like

1000 82058000
- Anvils; portable forges; hand or pedal-operated 

grinding wheels with frameworks.

1001 82119210 --- Crafts

1002 82119310 --- Crafts

1003 82159910 --- Spoons, forks (blank)

1004 83014020
--- Complet lock building (full set: 2 handles-2 plate-

cylinder and mechanism)

1005 83024140 --- Types of handles and plate of building doors

1006 83025000 - Hat-racks, hat-pegs, brackets and similar fixtures

1007 83030000
Armoured or reinforced safes, strong-boxes and doors 

and safe deposit lockers for strong-rooms, cash or 

deed boxes and the like, of base metal.

1008 83040000

Filing cabinets, card-index cabinets, paper trays, 

paper rests, pen trays, office-stamp stands and 

similar office or desk equipment, of base metal, other 

than office furniture of heading 94.03.

1009 83061000 - Bells, gongs and the like

8306 - Bells, Buzzer (gong & the like), non-electric, of base metal; 

statuettes and other ornaments, of base metal; photograph, picture or 

similar frames, of base metal; mirrors of base metal.

1010 83062100 -- Plated with precious metal

1011 83062910 --- gold - filled Crafts



1012 83062990 --- Other

1013 83063000 - Photograph, picture or similar frames; mirrors

1014 83091000 - Crown corks

1015 83100000
Sign-plates, name-plates, address-plates and similar 

plates, numbers, letters and other symbols, of base 

metal, excluding those of heading 94.05.

1016 84021100
-- Watertube boilers with a steam production 

exceeding 45 t per hour

8402 - Steam or other vapour generating boilers (other than central 

heating hot water boilers capable also of producing low pressure 

steam); super-heated water boilers.

1017 84021200
-- Watertube boilers with a steam production not 

exceeding 45 t per hour

1018 84021900
-- Other vapour generating boilers, including hybrid 

boilers

1019 84022000 - Super-heated water boilers

1020 84039010 --- Cost central heating boilers 8403 - Central heating boilers other than those of heading 84.02.

1021 84042000 - Condensers for steam or other vapour power units

1022 84068200 -- Of an output not exceeding 40 MW 8406 - Steam turbines and other vapour turbines.

1023 84139100 -- Pumps
8413 - Pumps for liquids, whether or not fitted with a measuring 

device; liquid elevators.

1024 84139200 -- Of liqurd elevators

1025 84144010
--- Mineral air blowing compressor of a capacity 

exceeding 1100 CFM.
841440 - Air compressors mounted on a wheeled Chassis fortowing :

1026 84144090 --- Other

1027 84145100
-- Table, floor, wall, window, ceiling or roof fans, with 

a self-contained electric motor of an output not 

exceeding 125 W

1028 84145920
--- fans incorporating electricmotor with the power 

range from 125 to7500 W

1029 84146010 --- Cooker or kitchen hood

1030 84148090 --- Other

1031 84149020
--- For mineral air blowing compressors of a capacity 

exceeding 600 C.F.M. (

1032 84149090 --- Other

1033 84151010 --- Split-system air conditioner (split unit)

1034 84151090 --- Other



1035 84181000
- Combined refrigerator-freezers, fitted with separate 

external doors

8418 - Refrigerators, freezers and other refrigerating or freezing 

equipment, electric or other; heat pumps other than air conditioning 

machines of heading 84.15

1036 84182100 -- Compression-type

1037 84182900 -- Other

1038 84183000
- Freezers of the chest type, not exceeding 800 l 

capacity

1039 84184000
- Freezers of the upright type, not exceeding 900 l 

capacity

1040 84185000

- Other furniture (chests, cabinets, display counters, 

show-cases and the like) for storage and display 

counters, incorporating refrigerating or freezing 

equipment.

1041 84189100
-- Furniture designed to receive refrigerating or 

freezing equipment

1042 84191190 --- Other

8419 - Machinery, plant or laboratory equipment, whether or not 

electrically heated (excluding furnaces, ovens and other equipment of 

heading 85.14), for the treatment of materials by a process involving 

a change of temperature such as heating, cooking, roasting, distilling, 

rectifying, sterilising, pasteurising, steaming, drying, evaporating, 

vaporising, condensing or cooling, other than machinery or plant of a 

kind used for domestic purposes; instantaneous or storage water 

heaters, non-electric.
1043 84198910 --- Combined hot and cool watermakers

1044 84198940 --- Air conditioner of cooling tower

1045 84213950 used for machiners and units  --- Units dust collector
8421 - Centrifuges, including centrifuga1 dryers; filtering or purifying 

machinery and apparatus, for liquids or gases.

1046 84221100 -- Of the household type

Dish washing machines; machinery for cleaning or drying bottles or 

other containers; machinery for filling, closing, sealing or labelling 

bottles, cans, boxes, bags or other containers; machinery for 

capsuling bottles, jars, tubes and similar containers; other packing or 

wrapping machinery (including heat-shrink wrapping machinery); 

machinery for aerating beverages.

1047 84261100
8426 - Ships' derricks; cranes, including cable cranes; mobile lifting 

frames, straddle carriers and works trucks fitted with a crane.

1048 84261900

1049 84289000
8428 - Other lifting, handling, loading or unloading machinery (for 

example, lifts, escalators, conveyors, teleferics).



1050 84313110 --- All kinds of automatic doors for lifts
8431 - Parts suitable for use solely or principally with the machinery of 

headings 84.25 to 84.30.

1051 84313120 --- All kinds of cabins and cabin frames for lifts

1052 84313130 --- All kinds of hinged doors for lifts

1053 84321010 --- Mold board ploughs
8432 - Agricultural, horticultural or forestry machinery for soil 

preparation or cultivation; lawn or sports-ground rollers.

1054 84322100 -- Disc harrows

1055 84322910 --- Secured compound turning soul

1056 84322990 --- other

1057 84323010

1058 84331100
-- Powered, with the cutting device rotating in a 

horizontal plane

8433 - Harvesting or threshing machinery, including straw or fodder 

balers; grass or hay mowers; machines for cleaning, sorting or 

grading eggs, fruit or other agricultural produce, other than machinery 

of heading 84.37.

1059 84331900 -- Other

1060 84332000
- Other mowers, including cutter bars for tractor 

mounting

1061 84333000 - Other haymaking machinery

1062 84334000 - Straw or fodder balers, including pick-up balers

1063 84335119  Power less than 140 hp.

1064 84501100 -- Fully-automatic machines
8450 - Household or laundry-type washing machines, including 

machines which both wash and dry.

1065 84501210
--- Twin semi-automatic washing machine capacity 5 

kg and more

1066 84501290 --- Other

1067 84501900 -- Other

1068 84502000
- Machines, each of a dry linen capacity exceeding 10 

kg

1069 84513010 --- Heusehold Ironing pressing

8451 - Machinery (other than machines of heading 84.50) for 

washing, cleaning wringing, drying, ironing, pressing (including fusing 

presses), bleaching, dyeing, dressing, finishing, coating or 

impregnating textile yarns, fabrics or made up textile articles and 

machines for applying the paste to the base fabric or other support 

used in the manufacture of floor coverings such as linoleum; 

machines for reeling, unreeling, folding, cutting or pinking textile 

fabrics.



1070 84521000 - Sewing machines of the household type

8452 - Sewing machines, other than book-sewing machines of 

heading 84.40; furniture, bases and covers specially designed for 

sewing machines; sewing machine needles.

1071 84733010 --- Computer case with or without a power supply

8473 - Parts and accessories (other than covers, carrying cases and 

the like) suitable for use solely or principally with machines of 

headings 84.70 to 84.72.

1072 84796010
--- Evaporative air coolers of maximum blowing 

capacity 8000 C.F.M. (

8479 - Machines and mechanical appliances having individual 

functions, not specified or included elsewhere in this Chapter.

1073 84796090 --- Other 847960 - Evaporative air coolers

1074 84818010
--- Sanitary valves such as bath mixers, wash-basin 

faucets, pick valves, etc.

1075 84818016 Steel or Cast Iron Gate Valve up to exceeding 56"

1076 84818021 Steel or Cast Iron Ball Vale up to exceeding 56"

1077 84818081 ---well-head valve

1078 84842090 --- Other

8484 - Gaskets and similar joints of metal sheeting combined with 

other material or of two or more layers of metal; sets or assortments 

of gaskets and similar joints, dissimilar in composition, put up in 

pouches, envelopes or similar packings; mechanical seals.

1079 85023910 --- Power station turbine generating sets 8502 - Electric generating sets and rotary converters.

1080 85081100
-- Of a power not exceeding 1, 500 W and having a 

dust bag or other receptacle capacity not exceeding 

20 L

8508 - Vacuum cleaners

1081 85081900 -- Other

1082 85086000 -Other vacuum cleaners

1083 85094000
- Food grinders and mixers; fruit or vegetable juice 

extractors

8509 - Electro-mechanical domestic appliances, with self–contained 

electric motor, other than vacuum cleaners of heading 85.08

1084 85098090 --- Other

1085 85101000 - Shavers
8510 - Shavers, hair clippers and hair-removing appliances, with self-

contained electric motor.

1086 85102010 --- Animal hair clipper (wool shears)

1087 85102090 --- Other

1088 85103000 - Hair-removing appliances



1089 85161010 --- Combined hot & cool water maker unit

8516 - Electric instantaneous or storage water heaters and immersion 

heaters; electric space heating apparatus and soil heating apparatus; 

electro-thermic hair-dressing apparatus (for example, hair dryers, hair 

curlers, curling tong heaters) and hand dryers; electric smoothing 

irons; other electro-thermic appliances of a kind used for domestic 

purposes; electric heating resistors, other than those of heading 

85.45.
1090 85161090 --- Other

1091 85162100 -- Storage heating radiators

1092 85162900 -- Other

1093 85163100 -- Hair dryers

1094 85163200 -- Other hair-dressing apparatus

1095 85163300 -- Hand-drying apparatus

1096 85165000 - Microwave ovens

1097 85166000
- Other ovens; cookers, cooking plates, boiling rings, 

grillers and roasters

1098 85167100 -- Coffee or tea makers

1099 85167200 -- Toasters

1100 85167900 -- Other

1101 85176920 --- Video door phone

84.43, 85.25, 85.27, or 85.28.  Telephone sets, including telephones 

for cellular networks or for other wireless networks; other apparatus 

for the transmission or reception of voice, images or other data, 

including apparatus for communication in a wired or wireless network 

(such as a local or wide area network), other than transmission or 

reception apparatus of heading

1102 85176930 --- non-video door phone

1103 85182920 --- Home movies appliances

1104 85192000
Apparatus operated by coins, banknotes, bank cards, 

tokens or by other means of payment
8519 - Sound recording or reproducing apparatus

1105 85195000 - Telephone answering machines

1106 85232910
--- Sound magnetic tape pancake of a width not 

exceeding 4 mm

8523 - Discs, tapes, solid – state non – volatile storage devices, 

"smart cards" and other media for the recording of sound or of other 

phenomena, whether or not recorded, including matrices and masters 

for the production of discs, but excluding products of Chapter 37.

1107 85232920 --- Assembled audio magnetic tape



1108 85232930
--- Sound and video magnetic tape jumbo and 

pancake of a width exceeding 6.5 mm

1109 85232940
-- Assembled and completed video magnetic tape of a 

width exceeding 6.5 mm

1110 85232990 --- Other

1111 85234100 -- un recorded:

1112 85234190

1113 85234900

1114 85269200 -- Radio remote control apparatus

1115 85271200 -- Pocket-size radio cassette-players

8527 - Reception apparatus for radio-broadcasting, whether or not 

combined, in the same housing, with sound recording or reproducing 

apparatus or a clock.

1116 85284110

8528 - Monitors and projectors, not incorporating television reception 

apparatus; reception apparatus for television, whether or not 

incorporating radio – broadcast receivers or sound or video recording 

or reproducing apparatus.

1117 85284190

1118 85285110

1119 85285190

1120 85286100

1121 85287110 --- DVB Set Top Box

1122 85287120 --- IP TV Set Top Box

1123 85287190 --- Other

1124 85287300 -- Other, , monochrome

1125 85365020 --- Lighting switches

8536 - Electrical apparatus for switching or protecting electrical 

circuits, or for making connections to or in electrical circuits (for 

example, switches, relays, fuses, surge suppressors, plugs, sockets, 

lamp-holders, junction boxes), for a voltage not exceeding 1,000 

volts, connectors for optical fibres, optical fibre bundles or cables;

(only French text)

1126 85392220 --- Glass light bulbs of 40 wats

8539 - Electric filament or discharge lamps, including sealed beam 

lamp units and ultra-violet or infra-red lamps; arc-lamps; light- 

emitting diodes (LED( lamps.

1127 85392230 --- Assembled light bulbs without sockets (holder)

1128 85392290 --- Other

1129 85392920 --- Glass light bulbs of exceeding 200 watts



1130 85392930 --- Assembled light bulbs without sockets (holder)

1131 85393110 two socket 26 mm(T8)  --- fluorescent lamps of

1132 85393120 --- Electronic energy saving lamps (compact)

1133 85393150 --- fluorescent lamps of 16mm and less (T5)

1134 85393160
38 mm and less (T12) and 32 mm (T10)  --- Liner 

fluorescent lamps of two socketer

1135 85393210 --- Mercury vapour lamps not exceeding 500 watts

1136 85393220 --- Sodium vapour lamps not exceeding 500 watts

1137 85393230 --- Metal halid lamps not exceeding 500 watts

1138 85401200 -- monochrome

8540 - Thermionic, cold cathode or photo-cathode valves and tubes 

(for example, vacuum or vapour or gas filled valves and tubes, 

mercury arc rectifying valves and tubes, cathode-ray tubes, television 

camera tubes).

1139 85404000
-data/graphic display tubes, monochrome, data 

graphic display tubes, colour with a phosphor dot 

screen pitch smaller than%4 mm

1140 85406000 - Other cathode-ray tubes

1141 85481011 ---- Of primary cells

854810 - Waste and scrap of primary cells, primary batteries and 

electric accumulators; spent primary cells, spent primary batteries and 

spent electric accumulators

1142 85481019 ---- Of electric accumulators

1143 85481021 ---- Of primary cells --- Spent

1144 85481022 ---- Of primary batteries

1145 85481029 ---- Of electric accumulators

1146 85489000 - Other

1147 87011000 - Single axle tractors 8701 - Tractors (other than tractors of heading 87.09).

1148 87012000 - Road tractors for semi-trailers

1149 87013010
--- Agricultural tractors of with power less than 120 

hp

1150 87013020
with power more than 120 hp  --- Agricultural tractors 

of

1151 87013090 --- Other

1152 87019010

1153 87019020

1154 87019030

1155 87019040



1156 87021000
- With only compression-ignition internal combustion 

piston engine (diesel or semi-diesel)

Motor vehicles for the transport of ten or more persons, including the 

driver.

1157 87021010

1158 87021090

1159 87029000 - Other:
8702 - Motor vehicles for the transport of ten or more persons, 

including the driver.

1160 87029090

1161 87031010 Vehicles specially designed for travelling on snow

8703 - Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for 

the transport of persons (other than those of heading 87.02), 

including station wagons and racing cars.

1162 87031090 --- Other

1163 87032110 --- Go cart

1164 87032120
--- four- wheel motorcycle to move out of the road 

(ATV)

1165 87032190 --- Other

1166 87032210 --- Ambulance
870322 -- Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,000 cc but not exceeding 

1,500 cc

1167 87032290 --- Other

1168 87032311 ---- Ambulance
--- Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,500 cc but not exceeding 2000 

c

1169 87032319 ---- Other

1170 87032321 ---- Ambulance

1171 87032329 ---- Other

1172 87032331 ---- Ambulance

1173 87032339 ---- Other

1174 87032410 --- Ambulance 870324 -- Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 3000 cc:

1175 87032490 --- Other

1176 87033110 --- Ambulance 870331 -- Of a cylinder capacity not exceeding 1,500 cc:

1177 87033190 --- Other

1178 87033211 ---- Ambulance
--- Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,500 cc but not exceeding 2000 

cc:

1179 87033219 ---- Other

1180 87033221 ---- Ambulance

1181 87033222

1182 87033229 ---- Other

1183 87033311 ---- Ambulance
not exceeding 3000 cc:  --- Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 2500 cc 

but



1184 87033319 ---- Other

1185 87033321 ---- Ambulance

1186 87033329 ---- Other

1187 87034010
of 1500cc and less  --- with spark-ignition internal 

combustion reciprocating piston engine

870340 - Other vehicles, with both spark-ignition internal combustion 

reciprocating piston engine and electric motor as motors for 

propulsion, other than those capable of being charged by plugging to 

external source of electric power:

1188 87034020
of 1501 to 2000 cc  --- with spark-ignition internal 

combustion reciprocating piston engine

1189 87034030
of 2001 to 2500 cc  --- with spark-ignition internal 

combustion reciprocating piston engine

1190 87034090 --- Other

1191 87035010
of 1500cc and less  --- with compression-ignition 

internal

 combustion reciprocating piston engine

870350 - Other vehicles, with both compression-ignition internal 

combustion piston engine (diesel or semi-diesel) and electric motor as 

motors for propulsion, other than those capable of being charged by 

plugging to external source of electric power

1192 87035020
of 1501 to 2000 cc  --- with compression-ignition 

internal

 combustion reciprocating piston engine

1193 87035030
of 2001 to 2500 cc  --- with compression-ignition 

internal

 combustion reciprocating piston engine

1194 87035090 --- Other

1195 87036010
of 1500cc and less  --- with spark-ignition internal 

combustion reciprocating piston engine

870360 - Other vehicles, with both spark-ignition internal combustion 

reciprocating piston engine and electric motor as motors for 

propulsion, capable of being charged by plugging to external source 

of electric power

1196 87036020
of 1501cc to 2000cc  --- with spark-ignition internal 

combustion reciprocating piston engine

1197 87036030
of 2001cc to 2500cc  --- with spark-ignition internal 

combustion reciprocating piston engine

1198 87036090 --- Other

1199 87037010
of 1500cc and less  --- with compression-ignition 

internal combustion reciprocating piston engine

870370 - Other vehicles, with both compression-ignition internal 

combustion piston engine (diesel or semi-diesel) and electric motor as 

motors for propulsion, capable of being charged by plugging to 

external source of electric power

1200 87037020
of 1501cc to 2000cc  --- with compression-ignition 

internal combustion reciprocating piston engine



1201 87037030
of 2001cc to 2500cc  --- with compression-ignition 

internal combustion reciprocating piston engine

1202 87037090 --- Other

1203 87038000
- Other vehicles, with only electric motor for 

propulsion

1204 87039000 - Other :

1205 87039010

1206 87039090

1207 87041010
cargo weight) not exceeding 30 tons  --- g.v.w. 

(motor vehicle weight
Motor vehicles for the transport of goods.

1208 87041090 --- Other

1209 87042100
-- g.v.w. (motor vehicle weight + cargo weight) not 

exceeding 5 tons

- Other, with compression-ignition internal combustion piston engine 

(diesel or semi-diesel):

1210 87042110
g.v.w. (motor vehicle weight + cargo weight) not 

exceeding 3.5 tons

1211 87042190 --- Other

1212 87042210 ---Special lorry for carring the ready concreat
870422 -- g.v.w. (motor vehicle weight + cargo weight) exceeding 5 

tons but not exceeding 20 tons

1213 87042290 --- Other

1214 87042310 --- Special lorry for carring the ready concreat
870423 -- g.v.w. (motor vehicle weight + cargo weight) exceeding 20 

tons:

1215 87042390 ---Other

1216 87043100 -- g.v.w. not exceeding 5 tonnes

1217 87043110 g.v.w. not exceeding 3.5 tonnes

1218 87043190 ---Other

1219 87043200 -- g.v.w. exceeding 5 tonnes

1220 87049000 - Other

1221 87051010
--- Having two separate cabins (steering cabin and 

crane cabin) principally designed to fit each other

8705 - Special purpose motor vehicles, other than those principally 

designed for the transport of persons or goods (for example, 

breakdown lorries, crane lorries, fire fighting vehicles, concrete-mixer 

lorries, road sweeper lorries, spraying lorries, mobile workshops, 

mobile radiological units).
1222 87051090 --- Other

1223 87052000 - Mobile drilling derricks

1224 87053000 - Fire fighting vehicles

1225 87054000 - Concrete-mixer lorries



1226 87059010
--- Lorries mounted with X-RAY equipment for the 

inspection of goods

1227 87059090 --- Other

1228 87060010
--- Chassis fitted with engine for motor cars and pick-

ups

870600 - Chassis fitted with engines, for the motor vehicles of 

headings 87.01 to 87.05.

1229 87060020 --- Chassis fitted with engine for buses

1230 87060030 --- Chassis fitted with engine for minibuses

1231 87060040 --- Chassis fitted with engine for trucks and vans

1232 87060050 --- Chassis fitted with engine for road tractors

1233 87060090 --- Other

1234 87111011 ---- Hybride type
8711 - Motorcycles (including mopeds) and cycles fitted with an 

auxiliary motor, with or without side-cars; side-cars.

1235 87111012 and type go cart   racing   in  ---- especially for using

1236 87111019 ---- Other

1237 87111091 ---- Hybride type

1238 87111092 and type go cart   racing   in  ---- especially for using

1239 87111099 ---- Other

1240 87112011 and type go cart   racing   in  ---- especially for using
871120 - With reciprocating internal combustion piston engine of a 

cylinder capacity exceeding 50 cc but not exceeding 250 cc:

1241 87112012 ---- Hybride type

1242 87112013 ---- Injector type

1243 87112019 ---- Hybride type

1244 87112091 and type go cart   racing   in  ---- especially for using

1245 87112092 ---- Hybride type

1246 87112093 ---- Injector type

1247 87112099 ---- Other

1248 87113011 and type go cart   racing   in  ---- especially for using
871130 - With reciprocating internal combustion piston engine of a 

cylinder capacity exceeding 250 cc but not exceeding 500 cc:

1249 87113012 ---- Hybride type

1250 87113013 ---- Injector type

1251 87113019 ---- Other

1252 87113091 and type go cart   racing   in  ---- especially for using

1253 87113092 ---- Hybride type



1254 87113093 ---- Injector type

1255 87113099 ---- Other

1256 87114011 and type go cart   racing   in  ---- especially for using
871140 - With reciprocating internal combustion piston engine of a 

cylinder capacity exceeding 500 cc but not exceeding 800 cc:

1257 87114012 ---- Hybride type

1258 87114013 ---- Injector type

1259 87114019 ---- Other

1260 87114091 racing and type go cart   in  ---- especially for using

1261 87114092 ---- Hybride type

1262 87114093 ---- Injector type

1263 87114099 ---- Other

1264 87115011 racing and type go cart   in  ---- especially for using
871150 - With reciprocating internal combustion piston engine of a 

cylinder capacity exceeding 800 cc :

1265 87115012 ---- Hybride type

1266 87115013 ---- Injector type

1267 87115019 ---- Other

1268 87115091 racing and type go cart   in  ---- especially for using

1269 87115092 ---- Hybride type

1270 87115093 ---- Injector type

1271 87115099 ---- Other

1272 87116010 --- Scooter 871160 - With electric motor for propulsion

1273 87116020 --- Other electric engine with power less than 500W

1274 87116090 --- Other

1275 87119000 - Other

1276 90071000 - Cameras:
9007 - Cinematographic cameras and projectors, whether or not 

incorporating sound recording or reproducing apparatus.

1277 90159000 - Parts and accessories

9015 - Surveying (including photogrammetrical surveying), 

hydrographic, oceanographic, hydrological, meteorological or 

geophysical instruments and appliances, excluding compasses; 

rangefinders.

1278 90159010 Tripod for Mapping Camera

1279 90159090 --- Other



1280 90261090 --- Other

9026 - Instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking the flow, 

level, pressure or other variables of liquids or gases (for example, flow 

meters, level gauges, manometers, heat meters), excluding 

instruments and apparatus of heading 90.14, 90.15, 90.28 or 90.32.

1281 90281000 - Gas meters

1282 90282000 - Liquid meters

1283 90283011 ---- Electromechanical 902830 - Electricity meters:

1284 90283019 ---- Other

1285 90283021 ----Electromechanical

1286 90283029 ---- Other

1287 91011100 -- With mechanical display only

9101 - Wrist-watches, pocket-watches and other watches, including 

stop-watches, with case of precious metal or of metal clad with 

precious metal.

1288 91011900 -- Other

1289 91012100 -- With automatic winding
- Other wrist-watches, whether or not incorporating a stop-watch 

facility:

1290 91012900 -- Other

1291 91019100 -- Electrically operated

1292 91019900 -- Other

1293 91051100 -- Electrically operated 9105 - Other clocks.

1294 91051900 -- Other

1295 91052100 - Electrically operated

1296 91052900 -- Other

1297 91059100 -- Electrically operated

1298 91059900 -- Other

1299 91061000 - Time-registers; time-recorders

9106 - Time of day recording apparatus and apparatus for measuring, 

recording or otherwise indicating intervals of time, with clock or watch 

movement or with synchronous motor (for example, time-registers, 

time-recorders).

1300 91069010 -- Alarmed operating time meters

9106 - Time of day recording apparatus and apparatus for measuring, 

recording or otherwise indicating intervals of time, with clock or watch 

movement or with synchronous motor (for example, time-registers, 

time-recorders).
1301 91069090 --- Other

1302 91111000
- Cases of precious metal or of metal clad with 

precious metal
9111 - Watch cases and parts thereof.



1303 91112000
- Cases of base metal, whether or not gold- or silver-

plated

1304 91118000 - Other cases

1305 91122000 - Cases
9112 - Clock cases and cases of a similar type for other goods of this 

Chapter, and parts thereof.

1306 91131000
- Of precious metal or of metal clad with precious 

metal

9113 - Watch straps, watch bands and watch bracelets, and parts 

thereof.

1307 91132000 - Of base metal, whether or not gold- or silver-plated

1308 91139000 - Other

1309 94014000
- Seats other than garden seats or camping 

equipment, convertible into beds

9401 - Seats (other than those of heading 94.02), whether or not 

convertible into beds, and parts thereof.

1310 94015200 -- Of bamboo - Seats of cane, osier, bamboo or similar materials:

1311 94015300 of rattan  --

1312 94015900 -- Other

1313 94016100 -- Upholstered - Other seats, with wooden fromes:

1314 94016900 -- Other

1315 94018010 --- Jajim 940180 - Other seats:

1316 94018090 --- Other

1317 94033000 - Wooden furniture of a kind used in offices 9403 - Other furniture and parts thereof.

1318 94034000 - Wooden furniture of a kind used in the kitchen

1319 94035010 --- Craft’s furniture turnery, signet, intaide,…) 940350 - Wooden furniture of a kind used in the bedroom:

1320 94035020 Chinese Room Divider

1321 94035090 --- Other

1322 94036010 --- Craft’s furniture turnery, signet, intaid,…) 940360 - Other wooden furniture :

1323 94036090 --- Other

1324 94037000 - Furniture of plastics

1325 94038200 of bamboo  --
- Furniture of other materials, including cane, osier, bamboo or similar 

materials:

1326 94038300 -- of rattan

1327 94038900 -- Other

1328 94055010 --- Lanterns 940550 - Non-electrical lamps and lighting fittings :

1329 94055020 --- Incandescent lamps

1330 95030040
Flying toys with a range of 100 meters and 5-minute 

flying capability with or without camera



1331 95045010
--- game handle for play game with computer or 

other consuler

1332 96011000 - Worked ivory and articles of ivory

9601 - Worked ivory, bone, tortoise-shell, horn, antlers, coral, mother-

of-pearl and other animal carving material, and articles of these 

materials (including articles obtained by moulding).

1333 96019010 --- unpainted handmade articles of bone, shell

1334 96019020 ---painted handmade articles of bone, shell

1335 96019090 --- Other

1336 96091000
- Pencils and crayons, with leads encased in a rigid 

sheath

1337 96170000
Vacuum flasks and other vacuum vessels, complete 

with cases; parts thereof other than glass inners.

1338 96190090 --- other
961900 - Sanitary towels (pads)and tampons, napkins and napkin 

liners for babies and similar articles, of any material

1339 98871200 Historic Motor Vehicles (CBU)


